Baugh Fell
Garsdale

11.2 miles (18.0 km)

Time: 5:45

Ascent: 700m

Strenuous

This walk involves a long, strenuous climb and gillscramble over a rough, wet, bleak, wild landscape.
There's no clear track for much of the way, so
confidence with map reading and route finding over
open fell are essential. Clear weather required. Strictly
for affectionados of trig-point-bagging or bog-yomping!
OS Map: OL 19.
From Garsdale station turn right down to the road junction
and through the gate opposite (1), to follow the route up
Grisedale (as for map 15 - Hellgill Force & the High Way).
The path heads NW above the deep gill of Grisedale Beck,
passing to the right of Blake Mire farm, over the brow and
down past a derelict barn at Rowantree. A stile here leads up
to Moor Rigg to join the road N up past East House.
Pass East House (2) and climb onto open fell. Turn left to
follow a farm track above the wall on the left to reach a ford
and gate by a barn at Flust Gill.
Continue on a rough enclosed track to a gate just before
Round Ing Gill, then cross a stile onto open fell (3). A faint
track continues on, climbing gently away right to leave the
wall corner. This faint track, which is easily lost, continues W,
following the contour at about 410 metres. Continue parallel
to Grisedale Beck low down to the left.
Cross one shallow gill and then on to reach Dover Gill, just
above a lovely little waterfall and sheep fold (4). Cross the
beck above the waterfall onto a limestone outcrop area.

Rawthey Gill

following the western tributary. The gill soon narrows and the
going is tricky in places, you may need to cross or climb
higher above the gill sides, but stick to following the beck.
There is some gill scrambling involved, and take care with
slippy rocks.
You climb past a series of waterfalls, with a couple involving
some steep scrambling. Pass a small waterfall on the right
coming down from West Baugh Fell Tarn (7).
Eventually, after what seems a long time, you climb out onto
a broad peaty expanse at Gill Head (8). Continue SW,
negotiating between wet patches, to the high point and trig
point at Knoutberry Haw (9).

To the left can be seen three clear gills on the northern slope
of Baugh Fell, with the much deeper Rawthey Gill further to
the west. The forked Cartmire Gill is the leftmost, then
Grisedale Gill and then Haskhaw Gill. Between the latter two
is a minor watershed, Grisedale Beck flowing east to join the
River Clough and Haskshaw Beck flowing northwest to join
the Rawthey. Both finally end up in the Lune. This watershed
offers the shorter alternative route.

The panoramic views are not as impressive as they might be,
due to the broad flat summit, but there are good views north
of Swarth Fell and the Howgills further west. The three Peaks
are clear to the south.

The track now veers left, following the contour SW and
heading towards the deep cut of Rawthey Gill in the distance.
Eventually you pass below a group of deep shakeholes and
pass above an old sheepfold to a shallow saddle (5).

The return route follows the ridge wall east, eventually
beginning the long, rugged descent to Grisedale Road (11).
There are excellent long views of Garsdale Head, Dandry
Mire Viaduct and into Wensleydale.

There is an alternative shortcut here, which cuts about 2
miles and saves an hour, but it's a long and
tedious ascent. Turn to head south (SD 752
942) across a wet area to climb alongside the
right bank of Grisedale Gill. Eventually veer
right, heading towards the left of a pair of
prominent cairns, to pass above the East
Tarns and join the wall at the broad ridge of
Baugh Fell. The unmarked summit is a little
way along to the right at Tarn Rigg Hill.

Turn right on Grisedale Road to drop to The Old Road, where
a left turn takes you back to Garsdale Head and the station.

Otherwise continue on following the contour
around Holme Moss Hill, curving NW and
heading away from the deep gill for a while,
before dropping to Rawthey Gill Foot (SD 746
945) where Haskhaw Beck joins the Rawthey
(6).
Now turn SW and follow the young Rawthey
upstream. Start on the east side, crossing to
the west at the junction with Swere Gill,

Now turn left and follow the fence east, passing the highest
point (unmarked) at Tarn Rigg Hill (10).

Looking North West to the Howgill Fells
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